
Motivation 

Future Vision 

Gap between resources needed and committed  

resources even with conservation methods in 

Demand Side Management System 

 

In Canada, there is not enough energy planned to 

meet our future  demands—even with current  

conservation methods in place 
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Group 11 

Power Interface 

State of the Art 

Future Market 

In Ontario, current programs include: 

 PeakSaver PLUS 

 Time of Use Pricing 

Status Interface 

Smart Home  Automation 
 Lighting 

 Furnace 

 Fans 

 Locks 

Quick Check LEDs 

give status of the 

Energy grid 

SCHED.—Check available times appliance can run at.  

   Can keep pressing to get new times 

 Appliance companies:  
  Integrate and allow for automated scheduling 

 Government:  
  Financial incentives and policies 

 Audience: 
 Move from early adopters to general public —  

 requires changes to interfaces for acceptance 

Server Interface 
 Targeted at early adopters—show info graphics on personal energy use and status of the en-

ergy grid and time of use pricing 

 Users input and can change a priority sequence for their appliances— information used with 

the power interfaces when energy shortages occur   

 Smart Running Times are based off of User’s Available Time schedule 

This gap could mean more brownouts in the future 

if proactive steps are not taken 

Create reminders to run  

appliance at later times 

based on: 

  time of use pricing  

 other appliance use 

Individuals use electricity without realizing or  

acknowledging the impact  they are having on the 

greater system. 

28% Renewable 43% Renewable 

Wirelessly Turn Off  

Device 

 Used with time flexible appliances 

 Asks Server for Smart Running 

Times and displays them to User 

Outlet (110V)  

Powers the  

Power Interface 

and Device 

Transformer 

(110 V to 5V)  

Supplies Correct 

Voltage to Arduino 

Mechanical Relay  

Receives Signal 

from Arduino to 

Cut Power to  

Device 

Arduino (5V) with ZigBee  

Receives Signals from 

Server to control Power 

to Device 

Future Goals 

Lack of Consumer Awareness 

Renewables will increase from 28% to 43% of  

Total Energy Production in Canada by 2025.  

14% (Wind and Solar) provide fluctuating supply. 

Shift to Renewables 

Infrastructure Limitations 

For SaveMyEnergy to have the desired impact, it 

must be adopted by the majority of households 

on a smart  grid. To achieve this, the system 

would need to be promoted through either  

government policies or financial incentives. An  

alternate route is to shift the focus of the product 

from peak shaving and energy management to 

home automation. 

Design Statement 
Create a system which will: 

 Promote off peak electricity use by Ontario 

homeowners 

 Prevent grid-wide brownouts when electricity 

demand is greater than the supply 

Server  Main communicator— components of 

the system send their status updates 

 Controls all components of the system 

 Sends signal to Power Interface to 

control the power to the device 

System Overview 

 Used with time dependent appliances 

 React to energy shortages 

 Uses appliance priority sequence 

 Performs all calculations—allows for 

cheaper, smaller microchips to be used 

in interfaces thus increasing battery life 

 Sends Smart Running Times to Status 

Interface 

Engineering Solution 


